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It is shown that any quadratic functional 4: Iw + Iw whose restriction to a second 
category Bake subset of iw is continuous must be continuous on the whole real line. 
For this purpose we investigate regularity properties of quadratic functionals with 
a continuous restriction on an analytic set containing f(H+ H), where H is a 
Hamel basis of Iw. We also prove that for any Baire set Tc Iw of the second 
category there exists a Hamel basis H c RB such that f(H + H) c T. *’ 1990 Academx 
Press, 1°C 
In this paper R, Q, and N denote the sets of all reals, rationals, and 
positive integers, respectively. The one-dimensional Lebesgue measure in R 
is denoted by m, whereas m* and m, stand for outer and inner Lebesgue 
measure, respectively. 
A mapping q: R + Iw is called a quadratic functional if 
4(x + Y) + 4(x - Y) =&7(x) + MY) 
holds for all x, y E R. An extensive study of quadratic functionals on linear 
spaces may be found in [4, 9, 111. We shall restrict ourselves to functionals 
defined on the real line only. In this case quadratic functionals share several 
regularity properties of additive functions, i.e., maps a: R --t R satisfying the 
Cauchy functional equation 
409 145 1.4 
4x + Y) =4*x) + Q(Y), x, y  E Ft. 
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For instance, in the case of both additive functions and quadratic 
functionals (two-sided) boundedness on a set of positive inner Lebesgue 
measure or on a second category Baire set implies their continuity on the 
whole real line (see, e.g., [ 1, 3, S-101. We remark that the functions 
q(x) = Kx2 are precisely the quadratic functionals on the real line. 
It is also known that any additive function with a continuous restriction 
to an analytic set containing a Hamel basis of R (considered as a linear 
space over Q) must be continuous everywhere. This result is due to F. B. 
Jones [S] (see also [7]). Since every second category Baire subset of R 
contains a Hamel basis (cf. [ 1, 6, S]), we infer from Jones’ theorem that 
any additive function whose restriction to a Baire set of second category is 
continuous must be continuous on the whole of KY. This observation gives 
rise to the question whether the same result holds true for quadratic 
functionals. The aim of our paper is to prove that, under the continuum 
hypothesis, the answer to this question is affirmative (see Theorem 3). 




x~R:x= E ccix,forsome~iE~n[O,l], 
r=l 
;, Ei= 1, X,EA, i= 1, . . . . n, nE N 
I 
; 
B?(A):=;(A-A)={ XER x=$-b), a&A}; 
Y(A):=$(A+A)= { XER: x=&l+h), a,beA}; 
X’(A) := {XE R: there exists a y E A such that 
y+x, y-XEA} 
= {xER: An(A+x)n(A-x)#cj). 
Iterates of a set operation 9 are defined inductively: F’(n) :=8(A), 
.F+ ‘(A) := F(P(A)), A c R, n E N. 
It is easily seen that all the operations described above are monotone 
with respect to inclusion. Moreover, if a quadratic functional is bounded 
on a set A c R, then it is also bounded on X(A) (cf. [9]). Consequently, 
continuity of a quadratic functional is assured by its boundedness on a set 
A c R such that m,(2P’(A)) > 0 for a certain n E N. 
The operations %?, 9, and 2 are related in the following manner: 
9?(A) c %(9(A)), A c R; (1) 
Y(X(A)) c %(9’(A)), A c Ft. (2) 
The proof of relations (1) and (2) is routine and, therefore, omitted. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The inclusion F(A) c F(Z!(A)) holds for any A c [w 
andnEN. 
Proof Because of (1) and (2) we have 9?,n(A)c(X~9’)“(A)c 
X”(Y”(A)) c W’(3!(A)), which yields the desired conclusion. 
F. B. Jones [S] has proved that for any Hamel basis H c Iw there exists 
an integer n E N such that 
m*(SY(H)) > 0. 
From this fact and Proposition 1 we derive the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. If H is a Hamel basis of R, then there exists an n E N 
such that 
m*(%?“(9(H))) m*(BY(H)) > 0. 
It was pointed out by R. Ger [4] that any function prescribed arbitrarily 
on the set Y(H) (H being a Hamel basis of [w) can be uniquely extended 
to a quadratic functional. In this regard the set Y(H) plays the same role 
for quadratic functionals as the Hamel basis plays for additive functions. 
This analogy motivates the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let TC [w be an analytic set and suppose that there exists 
a Hamel basis H such that Y(H) c T. If q: IR --f R is a quadratic functional 
whose restrictions to T is continuous, then q is continuous on the whole real 
line. 
Proof Since the restriction q 1 T is continuous, each of the sets 
T,:=(xeT: Iq(x)~<k}=(q~T)~‘((--k,k)), kEN, is open in T and, 
consequently, analytic. Put T, := T and 
A,:= x~R:x= i ~ixiforsomexiEQn[O,l], 
i=l 
,gl @i=lr xi~Tk, ~(x~+x,)ET~, i,j=l,...,n, n.N) 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . 00. It is readily seen that A,, A,, . . . . A, is a sequence of 
analytic sets such that 
Ak~4+,, kEN and A,= u A,. 
ktN 
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We want to show that every lixed kE N, y is bounded on A,. To see this 
let I? iw2 --f [w be given by the formula 
l-(x, y) := ;[q(.u + J-1 -q(x) - q(y)], x, YE Ft. 
Then r is a bilinear, symmetric functional such that 
q(x) = l-(.x, .x), XE R 
(cf. [4, 91). Choose an XE A,. Then x can be expressed in the form 
x = i 2,x; 
,=I 
withsomecciE~n[O,l],C:‘=lCli=l,~iETk, i(xi+xj)~Tk, i,j=l,..., n. 
Since any bilinear functional is rationally homogeneous in each variable 
and q(t) = 4q($t) holds for all t E iw, we have 
which proves that q is bounded on A,. 
Now, the assumption that Y(H) c T ensures that Q(H) c A, and the 
monotonicity of the operation 2 implies that 
X”(Q(W) = J-VA r 1, neN. (4) 
Let us observe that 
%“(A,) = ij Z’YAk), neN. (5) 
kcN 
Indeed, if XES?(A~), then there exists a YE A, such that y + .x, 
y-XEA,. By virtue of (3) one can find a k E kJ such that y, y + x, 
y-xeA,, which means that HE&. Thus ~(A,)c~,,~~(A,). 
Repeating this argument, we prove by induction that (5) holds for all 
neN. 
Note that the functions rp: [w2 + Iw3 and 7-c: [w2 + Iw defined by 
cp(x, Y) := (Y, y +x, Y-X), n(x, y) :=x, x, YE R’ 
are continuous and the set %‘(A,) may be represented as 
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rc((ppl(Ak x A, x Ak)). Hence it follows that all the sets %?On(Ak), n E N, 
k = 1, 2, . . . . co, are analytic and, therefore, Lebesgue measurable. 
By (4), (5), and Proposition 2 there exists an n E IV with the property 
that 
whence m(%‘““(A,)) > 0 for sufficiently large k. Since q is bounded on A,, 
it must be continuous, completing the proof. 
Remark. A result of similar nature, valid for all polynomial functions, 
has been proved in [2]. Its formulation as well as its proof are, however, 
much more involved and by no means as clear as those concerning just 
quadratic functionals. 
THEOREM 2. Zf T is a second category Baire subset of Iw, then, under the 
continuum hypothesis, there exists a Hamel basis H c If8 such that Y(H) c T. 
Proof: Arrange the real numbers in a transtinite sequence (x,},<,,, 
where o, denotes the smallest ordinal number having cardinality c = 2’O. 
Since T is a second category Baire set, TI> J\P where J is a non-empty 
open interval and P is of the first Baire category. Using translinite induc- 
tion and the continuum hypothesis we will construct a set A such that 
Y(A) c J\P and A spans R as a linear space over Q. 
In the first step of our construction we choose an x E J and a w  E Q such 
that x, = w  .x. The existence of such an x and w  follows from the density 
of Cl! in R. Write w=r+s with r, SEQ\{O}, r#s. There exists a 6,>0 
such that x + h E J and x - (r/s)h E J whenever 0 < h 6 6,. Notice that for 
any h E [w we have 
The points x+ h, x- (r/s)h, and $[(x+ h)+ (x- (r/s)h)] =x+ $(l -r/s)h 
all lie outside P for all h’s selected from the complement of a first 
category subset of R. Hence there exists an h, with 0 < h, < 6, such 
that Y(A,)cZ\P, where A, := {x+hl,x-(r/s)hl}. For notational 
convenience we write A, = {y\“, y$“}. 
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Now suppose that x < o, and for each /j c a we have selected J\“‘, 
J\“’ E J in such a way that 
for every /J’ < CX, xg belongs to the linear subspace of R 
(over Q) spanned by {y’,“‘, yiP’); 
for every /I < c(, .Y’(A,{) c I\P where 
(6) 
A,j := {yy’};,qjd {yy}7<p. (7) 
Similarly, as in the first step of the construction, one can find an x E J 
and 7, SE C!!\(O) such that r # S and x, = (? + s)x. Furthermore, there exists 
a S > 0 such that X + h E J and x - (T/S) h E J provided 0 Q h Q 6. Notice 
again that for all h E R we have 
r(x+h)+S i-r-h =x,. 
( -1 s 
By our set-theoretic hypothesis the set Up,, A, is at most countable. 
Given a zE UBCU A,, each of the points i[z + (X + A)], i[z + (X- (f/lS)h)], 
X + h, x - (r/s)h, and $(X + h) + (X - (f/j)h)] falls into the complement of 
P for all real h’s except for a set of first category. Hence it follows that one 
can find an h with 0 6 I; 6 6 such that Y(A,) c I\P, where 
yl”‘:=x+h, y, (a) :=j-‘h. 
s 
Thus, by transfinite induction we get two full sequences { y’,B)}D<CO, and 
{ #} B < (u( satisfying 
for every fl< w,., xB lies in the linear subspace of R over 
Q spanned by {y?, v$~‘}; (6’) 
Y(A)cl\f’, where A := {Y’,~)}~<,~~u {Y~~‘}~<~~~. (7’) 
Therefore A contains a Hamel basis H and, clearly 9’(H) c 9’(A) c T, 
completing the proof. 
Evidently, every second category Baire set contains a second category 
Baire subset which is analytic. Thus combining Theorems 1 and 2 we 
obtain: 
THEOREM 3. Let T c R be a Baire set of second category and assume the 
continuum hypothesis. Then every quadratic functional q: R + (w with a 
continuous restriction to T is continuous on the whole of R. 
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Remark. Martin’s Axiom, which is weaker than the continuum 
hypothesis, implies that the union of less than c, the cardinal of the con- 
tinuum, first category sets is a first category set and that the union of less 
than c sets of measure zero is a set of measure zero (see the following: 
D. A. Martin and R. M. Solovay, Internal Cohen extensions, Ann. Math. 
Logic. 2 (1970) 143-178). Moreover, the hypothesis “the union of less than 
c first category sets is first category and the union of less than c sets of 
measure zero is a set of measure zero” is even weaker than Martin’s axiom. 
Clearly Theorem 2 and 3 can be proved using this weaker axiom in place 
of the continuum hypothesis. 
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